Guidelines for authors

Dear authors,

this checklist will provide you with some basic information on submission, workflow and document design – and the publication under the Creative Commons license.

a.) Prerequisite for print and online publication:

By submitting your article, you confirm that you agree to have it published under the following Creative Commons license in the Hamburg Journal of Cultural Anthropology (HJCA): http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

   This means that your article will be openly accessible and can be read and used/quoted according to the usual conditions of scientific publications, if the user concerned also permits free access to his/her product.

   A CC license means open access according to the custom of scientific publishing: With this, you allow free access to your article. Users on the other hand must always state their name and the source of the first publication in the Hamburg Journal of Cultural Anthropology and may not make any changes to the document itself.

(Information on CC licenses can be found here: http://de.creativecommons.org/was-ist-cc/ and http://creativecommons.org/choose/)

b.) Document design:

   ▪ Please consider the following basic instructions when preparing the manuscripts – we hope, that we, thereby, clarify as many of your formal questions as possible.
   ▪ This will also make the work of the editorial team easier and will, hopefully, reduce the number of questions you may otherwise have had.

c.) Publication:

The HJCA appears as a print edition and also on the journal's website https://journals.sub.uni-hamburg.de/hjk as an open source publication.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Submit an article</strong></th>
<th><strong>To Do / Checklist</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Submission of articles by e-mail to the editorial office of the magazine</strong></td>
<td>Please send the manuscript (incl. captions to indicate the locations you would like your pictures/graphics positioned and, please, send them separate files rather than in the text document) by e-mail to <a href="mailto:hjk@uni-hamburg.de">hjk@uni-hamburg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract at the beginning of your document</strong></td>
<td>Please provide an abstract of max. 250 - 300 characters (incl. spaces) on the first page of your document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keywords at the beginning of your document</strong></td>
<td>Please provide 3 - 5 keywords that indicate the general topics touched upon in your article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author information at the end of your document</strong></td>
<td>Please include your contact information at the end of your document to enable communication and possibly dialogue between readers and you.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max Sampler  
Sample street 14  
12345 Musterhausen  
max.mustermann@artikel.de

If applicable, please also provide this information for all participating authors.

Max Mustermann/Lisa Müller/Lisbeth Meyer  
Musterstrasse 14  
12345 Musterhausen  
max.mustermann@artikel.de  
lisa.mueller@artikel.de  
lisbeth.meyer@artikel.de

Enter the same address for all of them or the addresses you would like to be used.  
ATTENTION: Please only provide us with information that you really want to be published, otherwise simply select the institute’s address in Hamburg:

For example:  
Max Mustermann  
c/o Institute of Ethnic Studies/Cultural Anthropology University of Hamburg  
Edmund-Siemers-Allee 1 (West)  
20146 Hamburg  
max.mustermann@artikel.de

For reasons of data protection/privacy protection, the core editorial staff prefers just to provide the institute’s or a business address – but if you prefer to publish your private address, please let us know.

**Document design**  
**File format**

Please use the following format for the document: .doc/.docx
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File name = short title + date</th>
<th>Please add your name and the short title of your contribution to the document’s title.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text length/scope</td>
<td>Please discuss the adequate text length/number of pages (incl. pictures) with the editorial staff of the magazine. For your orientation: 3000 characters including spaces correspond with one printed page of the Hamburg Journal of Cultural Anthropology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the title/headline</td>
<td>The title of the article must not exceed a maximum of 75 characters long (including spaces between the characters).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the subheadings</td>
<td>Maximum of 180 characters (including spaces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length and positioning of the captions in the text</td>
<td>Maximum of 180 characters (including spaces). Please position the captions in the text where the relevant image is to be placed. Please also enter the file name of the respective image in double brackets ((...)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the short title for the footer</td>
<td>The German as well as the English short title may have a maximum length of 65 characters (including spaces).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Page format                   | Please use the A4 page format  
Font in text, quotations and footnotes | Font: Times New Roman  
Font size in the manuscript: generally, 12 pt. for continuous text, quotations and footnotes  
Please do not introduce additional formats  
Line spacing; single  
ragged-right alignment  
Indent quotations of more than three lines plus with a simple table stop (please do not use the space bar) |
| Indent quotations             | Our typesetting work can be simplified if you work without any special formatting at all and work without page numbers in the document, omit headers or footers, switch off hyphenation, do not use any indentation, text formatting, paragraph, numbering, quotation or footnote formatting. |
| Text structure                | 1. Abstract (English)  
2. Keywords  
3. Short title for footer  
4. Names of the authors* (stating both first and last names)  
5. Titel of the article  
6. Please provide each chapter with meaningful subheadings and don’t create any subchapters.  
7. Please don’t number the chapters. |
| Authors                       |  
Title                        |  
Chapter and Subheadings      |  

---

29.01.2020
Marking of paragraphs by simple line breaks

8. Please separate the chapters by inserting a blank row before a new chapter’s heading
9. Please italicize the chapters’ headings
10. Please simply separate the paragraphs within the chapters with a line break (do not insert a blank row)

Comprehensibility and readability

The Hamburg Journal for Cultural Anthropology is a scholarly journal – nevertheless, please make sure that the structure, wording and words are easy to understand and that the sentences are reader-friendly and not too interlaced. Your readers will thank you for it.

Interviews: Quotations and documentation

When introducing interviews, please make sure to explain the methodological context and clarify the date and name. Names should always be made anonymous and a footnote should follow stating that they are pseudonyms. When quoting from interviews, please make sure that each quotation is assigned to a person: e.g. Vera says ..., Volker carried out ....

evidence for interviews: When introducing the respective interview, please note the following:
Interview with XXXX from DATE (the complete data set is available from the author).
Further interview passages don’t require additional footnotes.

Footnotes and bibliographic references

The Hamburg Journal for Cultural Anthropology uses the classical German/European document or citation method: footnotes which state complete bibliographical references at their first mention.

Any following footnotes can then refer back to this first citation.

Please mark literal citations with double quotation marks and indicate the source in a footnote.

Footnote position in the text

Footnotes

- In general, footnote characters are placed after the punctuation mark – unless a footnote does not refer to the preceding sentence (part of a sentence), but only to a single word: in this case, the footnote is placed in direct succession to that word.

- Footnotes generally end with a full stop.

- When a piece of literature is referred to for the first time, the complete bibliography is provided in the footnote (there is no appended bibliography or list of sources).
For students: Please note that the following schemes differ in some aspects from the guidelines of the Institute of Ethnology/Cultural Anthropology Hamburg!

Please structure the bibliographical data according to the following scheme:
First name Last name: Title. Subtitle. Publication place(s) and year of publication, if applicable edition (= series title etc.) then proceed as follows: open parenthesis, equal sign, space, title of series, comma, volume, closed parenthesis, period, if applicable note the pagination (complete as: p. xx-xx, here p. xx, when you need to state the exact location of the information).

Internet sources:
First name Last name: Title. Subtitle. (Date of publication (if available; otherwise: w/o. Y.) or references to online publications/journals exactly like classic books/journals with year, page numbers (PDF documents) etc.). URL: www...../http:// (date of the last viewing).

Please state all of the places of publication, start abbreviating only when there are more than 3 places: e.g. Bonn/Cologne/Düsseldorf/Hamburg becomes Bonn etc.

Volume and year of publication as well as page numbers for magazines should be stated as digits (as follows: xx (xxxx), p. ..., see example)

We don’t require the publisher’s name.

Examples:

One author/one book/two places of publication:

One author/one essay in a book with editors and complete page numbers:

An author/an essay in a journal with year, year of publication and complete page numbers:
Walter Leimgruber: Images of the body – images of the human being. Culture and exclusion around 1900 and

- An author/an essay in a journal with volume, year and complete page numbers as well as booklets with their own pagination (rather than continuous pagination per volume):

- Two authors or editors/one book:

- Films/multimedia (CDs, DVDs, e-books, audio files, TV/radio programmes ...):
  For TV/radio broadcasts in addition to author/editor, title, etc. the station/broadcast location and date as well as the broadcast times: e.g. station name, 7.7.2014, 10.00-11.15.

- Exhibitions/exhibition catalogues:

- Specialist encyclopedias:
  Citation style like essays, extended by reference to the series:

- Online sources:
  Marc Ryan: Extending the Reporting Capability of Google Analytics with Klipfolio Dashboards (February 5, 2014).
please separate very long URLs after a slash by a simple line break, if necessary

- Grey literature/manuscripts/lectures/speeches: State all the information you have at your disposal, e.g. authors, title, scope, place of publication, year of publication or proceed as follows if you are not familiar with the procedure:
  - o. V. (= without author): Transcription of the document (instead of title, subtitle), Mscr. (as an abbreviation for unpublished manuscript) or more concretely: unpublished bachelor thesis/ master thesis/ dissertation, o. O. (instead of place name), n/a (instead of year), Mscr. (as abbreviation for unpublished manuscript)
  - First name Surname: Title of the lecture/speech. Lecture/speech (appropriate to the form), location of the lecture/speech (e.g. University of Hamburg, Institute for Folklorics/Cultural Anthropology Year/Date of the lecture/speech.

- Daily newspapers/magazines for the general public:
  - First name Last name or o. V. (in case no author is named): Title. Subtitle: In: Name of daily newspaper/public magazine, No. xxx (issue number), date, page reference.

  For each additional mention: only author’s last name and reference to first name and page reference or page:
  - Schelsky, as in fn 54, p. 43.
  - Leimgruber, as in fn 32, p. 70.

  for a direct reference to the previous footnote:
  - Schelsky, as in fn 54, p. 43.
  - Ibid., p. 12.

**Citation and evidence**

The usual scientific standards for correct citation and paraphrasing apply.
You can find more information on correct citation at the following address, for example:
URL: http://www.ub.fu-berlin.de/service_new/introduction/bookmarks/quoting.pdf (as of 7.7.2014)
The core editorial staff of the Hamburg Journal of Cultural Anthropology accepts no responsibility for unintentional or deliberate plagiarism by the authors.
Any suspicion of plagiarism must and will be investigated and ultimately clarified by the editorial staff in the first editorial step.
| **Omissions or emphasis in quotations** | Please mark omissions and additions in quotations with square brackets and three omission points [...], please mark author’s comments in quotations as follows: N.N. N. N. stands for your initials. [sic!] or [!] serve as highlights in quotations. Both should be used for highlighting or in case of misspelled words in the original, but not in order to indicate obsolete spellings (which can occur at any time in quotations). |
| **Marking of quotations and emphasis in the continuous text** | Please use the following German quotation marks (i.e. the inverted French characters = chevrons) to mark quotations and for emphasis  
1. »... « for direct quotes.  
2. ›...‹ (i.e. simple chevrons) in case you want to emphasize certain words or mark quotations within quotations.  
3. The use of italics for personalities, brand names, titles (book, exhibition, etc.), companies, institutions, etc.: e.g. Süddeutsche Zeitung, etc. is up to you as the author. Our request: Please use this means only sparingly, if possible use the quotation marks as stated above! |
| **Cursifications** | Apart from quotation marks and italics, there are no other forms of emphasis such as bold or underlining in the Hamburg Journal of Cultural Anthropology; these would be converted into italics in the final editing. |
| **Picture material/graphics** | **Scanner**  
Photos are required in 300 dpi (dot per inch) relative to the intended print size. Line drawings (graphics, diagrams, caricatures, maps, written material etc.) must have 1200 dpi in order to be printed cleanly. A too high resolution is unproblematic. Please save the image files in TIFF format or JPEG format.  
**Images from the Internet**  
Pictures from the Internet are usually not printable because the resolution was set too low and the compression of the JPEG format too high, so that the loading times can be kept short. Occasionally, high-resolution images are also offered for download; in this case, their usability can be checked.  
**Vector Graphics**  
If you create diagrams in vector graphic formats (e.g. Powerpoint, Excel, Word, OpenOffice, Adobe Illustrator etc.), please pass them on in the original format (possibly... |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sending the pictures/graphics</strong></th>
<th>Procedure: Please send pictures or graphics as separate files (not integrated into the document).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>File names</strong></td>
<td>Naming the image file: Please give the image file an easily identifiable title, for example: author name_short title_fig.1_caption.jpg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Images and captions</strong></td>
<td>In the Hamburg Journal of Cultural Anthropology, images are anchored within the article, not provided in a list in an appendix at the end of the text. Please only mark the respective positions of the images in the article and also note the captions there. Example: Fig. 1: Lorem ipsum ..., Photo: author’s name, location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abbreviations</strong></td>
<td>Please use as few abbreviations as possible so as not to impair the reading flow. Please introduce each abbreviation correctly the first time you use it, i.e. first the full term, then the abbreviation used in brackets. Example: European ethnology (EE), later always EE. These abbreviations are then always to be used in the singular without inflections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QR Codes</strong></td>
<td>see picture material/graphics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

after consultation), exported in EPS (only objects) or as a TIFF file (1200 dpi in relation to the print size).

Format: TIFF- (or JPEG-) format, resolution at least 300 dpi, with indication of the source of the picture (if applicable with place of discovery, copyright), picture author/photographer.

The possession of image rights must be made sure of by you as the author in advance.